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Abstract: Disability to function in oral and written English has been
serious problems among shrdents in higher education iearning. This
study is an attempt made to find out possibre solutions ti such
problems through drama perforrnance. The study is experimental in
wlrich subjects of different groups in the study were provided with
different treatnents. Data analysis show tlnt students; performance
level developed from basic to intermediate, from being marginal user
to modest.
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Although the problem of using spoken and written English is an old
ryttlr, its implications, however, is very serious and needs an urgent
solution. A recent study by Rachman, as it is reported in siara
Pembangunan, september B 1997, finds out tlat ttre ability of both
undergraduate and graduate students to communicate in English is very
poor. Tadjudin, rector of university of Indonesia, e*p"its that thl
uriversity students have a good command of English. gut the fact is not
the.case. This reality, as Rachman concrudes it, is due to the teaching
method. Many ways of teaching have been practiced toward the
improvement of students' proficiency, but the resuli is too far from being
expected. If this reality is to be changed, a study on drama performance is
impcrative to improve students' language skills. It is believed that students
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instructed under creative teaching strategies and interesting instructional

materials perfbrm better than those who are instructed under conventional

methods do.
Most experts in the field of language studies, if not all, are of the

opinion that skills cannot be taught in a way we teach mathematics.

Although one cannot learn how to speak or write, one can, however, be

made a good speaker or writer. As with skills generally, probably the best

way to get students to command language proficiency is to insist on their

doing practices. This is tme as Evans (1984) observes that in a sense,

skills cannot be taught any more than one can teach riding or dancing or

musical appreciation. However, a good speaker can be made. This can be

made in 
-one 

way, namely by practice. And one way of practicing

language skills is that of performing drama (Maley and Duff' 1982;

Miller, 1983). Drama, as Moffett (1967) and Jullian (1976) put it, is a
better way to improve students' proficiency. Through drama performances

students can gain pleasure, and enjoyable atmosphere (Cameron, 1995).

Dukore (1974) holds the view that drama can provide the shrdents with
opporfunities to develdp their personal relationships, relations among the

students, relations with teachers, and people outside the class, their
creativity, and interest which than can lead to learning'

It is predicted that if all students are actively and creatively involved

in performing a drama, their interest and creativity would increase, and

this would yield frithful learning experiences which, then, would allow
learning to take place. Such prediction is based on the assumptions that

drama arouses students' interest and creativity; that interest and creativity
provide students with learning experience; and that learning occurs when

students have previous experiences on leaming.
As with other research into teaching, the present study on drama

seeks to investigate the effects of teaching method and those of other

conditions, which can be controlled by teachers. In particular this study

aims at finding out if drama can develop students' proficiency, and the

effectiveness of drama as literature and performing drama in learning
English, and the impacts of drama perfbrmance on students' interest and

creativity. Therefore, the findings this research expected to tell teacher

how to teach.
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METHOD

This study is characterized as being experimental; and was carried
out at three different places with different samples. The first two studies
were considered as the pilot studies, while the third was the main study.
Samples of the study were randomly selected. The selected samples were
then put into two different groups and were provided with different
treatments. The impacts of the treatment were compared to see the
difference; and the significance of the difference is statistically tested.

A number of instruments are developed. These include a set of
questionnaires, interview guidelines, guideline identification of the
creative student, creative attitude scale, writing test, and a set of
questionnaires on ESDG view. The study has been conducted in three
different places: at Muhammadiyah University Mataram, at Puri Bunga
Hotel, Senggigi Mataram, and FPBS-IKIP Mataram. The first two
mentioned are considered the pilot study, while the main study is carried
out at IKIP Mataram. The pilot study was intended to find out some
improvements on research instruments and techniques of analyses. A lot
of changes have been made in the instruments, especially the modification
of questions, time and instructions,

RESULTS

Analyses on the data and test of significance show that the students'
performance level develops from basic to intermediate. Also, there is a
significant difference in performance, on the level of 0.05, between
students performing drama and those who did not. It is also found out
these students' interest and creativity increase. And surprisingly, the
number of ignorant students decreases. There were, though small in
number, 3 (1250W, and 4 (16.47Yo), students who belong to neither
creative nor not creative; they were just ignorant students. Data on
students' ability to use spoken and written English are represented by
score and performance level; while creative students, creative attitude, and
interest are demonstrated 6y categories. The presentation of the research
findings includes students' oral and written English; creative students;
crcative attitude; interest; and students' performancs level. These will be
prcsented in table and graph (see appendix).
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(1) Oral English. Studonts of the experimental group (N=24) scored

93.6 (pretest) and 133 (posttest). If these scores are compared, there

are some differences of 39.4 points. on the average, the difference is

1.64 points. As with the control group (N=24), where the score is

96.8 points (pretest) and 111.2 points (posttest) with 14.8 dif,ferences

and 0.6 mean, we have then mean differences of the two groups

figuring at 1.04 points.
(2) Written English. We found that students from experimental group

(N:24) scored better or higher than the students from control. This is

indicated by the differences, figuring at 35.4 points for the

experimental and 8 points for the control group; and mean

differences are I.I42 points.
(3) Creative student. tn relation to speaking ability,8 (33.33olo)

students of the experimental group (N=2 4) are identified as being

creative before the instructional activity was given. This number of
creative students becomes 23 (95.53%) after they were instructed
with drama. We found then that there are some differences in
nuniber, 15 (62.50yo) of creative students of the experimental group

before and after the drama performance. In relation to writing ability,
the differences are 6 (25.00W. The comparison with control group

shows that the number of creative students from of the experimental
group is greater, that is 23 (95.830/") than that of the control grouP,

1S (75.000/"). It is also found out that the differEnces of creative

students before and after the instructional activity I (4.I7o/r) which is

far below the experimental group.
(4) Creative attitude. It is found out that the number of differences in

creative attitude of experimental group is greater, 15 (62.500/o), than

that of the control which is 9 (37.507o).

(5) Interest. We found out that the number of students the experimental
group increases from 8 (33.33yo) to 2l (87 .50Yo, mean:.ong that there a

difference of 13 (54.177o); while in control group the difference is
only 3 (12.50%\.

(6) Performance level. In oral English it the found out that there is a
difference (7.2) in scores of the experimental group (N=5) before and

after the drama performance. The score is 18.8 points (pretest) and

26 points (posttest). This means that, on the average, student's
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development 
. 
is, r.44 points. In reration to written English the

development is l.26 points.
(7) Test of significance. It is found out, in oral English, the mean

difference between the experimental and the contrir groups (r.64
and 0.6) is significant. The result of the t-test indicites that the
observed t-value (2.781) is greater than that in the t-taute e.}zr).This means that our hlpothesis is thus armost affrmed at tne b.os uya one tailed test. In wriuen English it is found out that mean
differences of the two groups are 1.475 and 0.333. This difference is
significant as it is-indicated by t-test. The varue (5.191) is greater
than t-table that of 1re e.02r). The proposed hypothesis is trius, on
the level of 0.05, affirmed,

(8) views of ESDG. A questionnaire asking the views of ESDG was
distributed to teachers, Faculty members La ,tuq and students. The
result is that they are all of the opinion ttrat dsoc needs to be
continued.

DISCUSSION

The present study, as it is stated earlier, is an aftempt to develop

*1:Tr' ability to speak and write English, increase their creativity, ani
rnterest.

. Maoy experts have emphasized that assessment for speaking and
writing- is a complex matterf and tends to be subjective. ttiany authors
contend those skills such as speaking and writing cannot u, tuugnL (au,
:T"ot be evaluated), but one can be made a good speaker or writer; and
this can be done through actions, or doing things. To borrow Dewey,s
lh{ur:: I *Tt popular slogan in the field of Jducation, .i**irrg 

Uy

{oiog",. 
is stjll appropriate and applicable in leamiog ru"guag. ,t itn. n,

F o.y implies that if one has to iearn speaking, nJsne ias-to speal, the
language; we learn to speak or- write by speaking or writing the ranguage
It.is also implied that one can know u it iog ontyiirne/str";;; it. In line
with Dewey, wittgenstein, a' great thinler in the fierd of ranguage,
proposed 

-his theory that _"Language is use,'. communication, rri.aio,
involves language; a1d that t*guuge is an instru.."t uv *rti"r,l*
communicate ideas; that the effectiveness of a tool dependJ on how we
use it and for what purpose it is used. He provided u 

"o*puriron 
between
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use and taste by saying that we see that thE book is red by looking, just as

we tell that the tea is sweet by tasting it. So too, it might be save to say

that we just see that students' ability to use spoken and written English is

better or develops from basic to intermediate level.

Further Wittgenstein says that we surely can cut with a pen and

knife; but a knife cuts better than a pen. The point is that we can use

different methods in teaching and learning processes, but one method is

more appropriate and applicable than other is. Results of the study show

that the number of creative students increases from 8 (33-33%$ to 23

(95.33%) or 15 (62.5}yi before and after performing drama. This

suggests that teaching speaking and writing through drama performance

can awaken the students' creativity. Compared with students from control
group, there is a difference in number of creative students, that is 15

(62.500/0) and 9 (37.50o/o) or 6 (25.00Yfi for the oral English; and 6
(25.00%) and I (a.17%o) or 5 (20$3W.

The impacts of drama performance can also be seen in creative

aftitude of the students from the two groups. There is a difference in
number of creative attitude of the students, that is 15 (62.50yo) and 9
(37.50%) or 6 (25.00o/o).

Drama performance also influenced students' interest. There is a

relationship between performing drama and interest. Students show their
serious attention on the performance. They play the role attentively, and

seem to enjoy working with other students, even though they have to
sacrifice more tirne. This is all suggested by the results of the study, where

there are some changes in tle number of students' interest. And the

difference between the two groups is 13 (54'17%$ and 3 (12.50o/o)

respectively for experimental and control groups, or l0 (47 -62Y).
One of the objectives of this study is to increase students'ability to

use spoken English. The target performance expected is that of modest or
competent speakers. When we say that this student is a competent speaker

of English, we have in mind certain features of the student or students in
general, which would support the claim, she/he is a competent speaker.

Put it in another way when a student is said better than the other or this

student is competent speaker and that one is not, we presuppose certain

standard or criteria when making such judgement. Any critical judgement,

as Carroll (19S0) claims, presupposes any standard or criteria applicable
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to such claim. There are a number of considerations, all of which refer to
characteristics of the student, and not to our feelings about or attitudes
toward the student which may be said to constitute the criteria of a
competent speaker. Such standard is called performance criteria.

Carroll applies performance criteria to judge students' ability to use
spoken and written English. He classifies a student as expert, very good,
good, competent, modest, marginal, extremely limited, intermittenf and
non-speaker or writer (to use language band it is 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2,
1/0). And each band has its own characteristics and conditions to follow.
The point he rvants to put here is that the concept marginal or modest (or
whatever it is called) is condition-governed. we have, in assessing the
students'performance, by the help of trvo native speakers, followed rules
and conditions of performance criteria. The result is that we find out that
the performance level (see graph on performance level) of the student
develops I.44 and 1.76, or from marginal speaker or writer to modest or
between modest and competent, or from basic level to intermediate; in the
phrase of Carroil, competent or modest speaker.

That is, the student has the capacity to participate in a discussion
with several people; has the ability to understand and be understood in a
discussion; has the ability to describe and discuss implications of events,
graphics, and objects using a number of language skills; can cope with
occasional but not frequent switches of topic and style of presentation.
The student can also recognize when a different type of utterance is being
used. Though the student will have break in comprehension in normal,
rapid speech presentations and his/her own speech will be of less than
native tempo for stretches. As for the accuracy, the student does not
seriously misinterpret over meaning of utterance but not quite so ready to
comprehend implied meaning. He is aware of his usage limitations, and
sometimes his usage and accent is likely to be patently foreign. The
student does not often ask for clarification unless presentation is unusually
rapid or confusing. He can speak on his own feet, though he sometimes
ask for repetition when speech is rapid or extended.

This means that, at least, results of the study suggest that students
instructed under drama performance perform better than those who were
instructed under conventional method do.

The end of the program was completed with a questionnaire asking
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the views of ESDG. CerAin people at the FPBS-IKIP Matarm were also

interviewed. They were all involved in teaching and learning process.

This is used to see the views of ESDG, and a wider perspective

applied to measure and evaluate the ESDG performance. Different people

fro* Oiff.t.nt position were interviewed to see their perception on the

progfam of fSiG. These people are teachers, the Faculty members and

staFanA students. As a crosscheck method the information we have will
be more valid and certainly will be more various, because teachers,

students, faculty members and staff are different persons with different

position and roie to play. In general, they are all of the opinion that ESDG

perfo.mance worth continuing. Most of them contend that ESDG has

some positive effects to students. Some of them, however, refuse to give

their judgment, saying that it is too early to judge. Response such, To soon

to judge, is natural, because it comes from different people with different

purposes and roles to PlaY.
There were, though small in number, 3 (12.50yo), and 4 (16'47%$,

some students who belong to neither creative nor not creative. They were

just ignorant; they did not give any response to any of the questions being

asked; and they just stayed still when interviewed. These type of students,

however, by the end of the performance, turn out to be creative'

CONCLUSION
On the basis of results and discussion of the research findings a

conclusion is drawn. The conclusion, that drama performance can be both

an interesting instructional material and an effective method of teaching;

that studentsl interest, creativity, and ability to use spoken and written

English can be developed to a certain degree; and that such development

can be done through drama performance.

SUGGESTION
Although the problem of students' abilrty to use spoken and written

English is an old matter, the implication of such problem is very y.1-oyi
and needs an urgent solution, particularly for the students of FPBS, IKIP
Mataram. Some of the possible reasons for the need of research and

solution to such problems are the objectives of EFL teaching, as stated by

the principle guideline (GBHN), and the primary function of spoken and

written language as a means of communication. The fact that most of us, if
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not all, in every aspect of our lives need to communicate each other; and
that communication is made possible only by either spoken or written
language. Based on the results of the study and the conclusion drawn from
the research findings we have a number of suggestions for further research
and for teachers of English in Indonesia, at FPBS IKIp Mataram, in
particular.

Research into teaching should be intensively carried out (bV
teachers) to investigate the what and How to teach. Further studies on
drama performance should be conducted to find out its impacts on other
language skills such as listening and reading comprehension, not only on
speaking and writing. Further studies on drama performance should
involve the Faculty, if possible, the Institution, so as the problems of
administration, facilities, and financial supports may not hinder the
process of the study. Further studies on drama performance should be
carried out with larger samples and conducted at different semesters and
different places. Teachers of English should be creative and innovative by
constantly doing experimental studies on teaching. Teachers of Englisir
should pay extra attention to students who are identified as being ignoiant.
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APPENDICES

ix l. Performance Scale

Rating Scale Performance Criteria

9
8

7
6
5

+
3

2
I

Expert user, speaker, writer
Very good user, speaker, wrier
Good user, speaker, writer
Competent user, speaker, writer
Modest user, speaker, writer
Marginal user, speaker, writer
Extremely limited user, speaker, writer
Intermittent user, speaker, writer
Non-user. speaker. writer

Appendix 2. Assessment Scale for Intermediate Level or Modest

Variables Eppirical description

Size

Complexity

Range

Speed

Flexibility

Accuracy

Can participate in a discussion with several people

keeping in touch with the gist even if occasional lack
grasp of details.

Can understand and discuss one or two major points
and supporting details. Can make a firm point but
disturbed by noise and distractions.
Can describe and discuss implications of events,
graphics. and objects using a number of language skills
and tones.
Will have breaks in comprehension in normal, rapid
speech presentations and his own speech will be of less

than native tempo for stretches.
Can cope with occasional but not frequent switches of
topic and style of presentation.
Does not seriously misinterpret over meaning of
utterance but not quite so ready to understand implied
meaning. Accent and sometimes usage is likely to be
patently foreign.
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Appendix 3. Findings, percentage, mean, and mean differences of
experimental and control groups before and after drama
performance.

Appropriacy Appreciates -ai
some slang and regional usage, but can not be puzzled
by such deviations from the norm. Does not always use
slang appropriately or adapt style ofpresentation.Repetition May ask for repetition if speeci is rapid or extended"Hesitation Prone to more false starts and ,pu"r-fill*r. than a fully

Findings Groups Pretest
(xl)

Posttest
(x2)

Difference
s(D)

Mean
(lvf)

Mean
Differen
cesl. Speaking

2. Writing

3. Pqf level

4. Creative *

Creative**

5" Creative at

6. Interest

I Exp.
I ctrtt-
I Dxp.
I ctrt
I s*p
I E"p.

I E*P.
Exp.
Ctrl.
Ctrl.
Exp.
chl.
Exp.
chl.

I e3.6

Ie68
I l12.8
I 116

lrs.s
"r1 a

8(33.33)
14(58.33)
e(37.s0)
r7(70.83) 

I

8(33.33) 
|

e(3z.so) 
i

8(33.33) i

9(37.s0) I

I r33

Iruz
I t47.2

I rzt
126
i:o

23(e5.83)
20(83.33)
l8(75.00)
l8(75.00) 

I

23(es.83) 
i

ls(75.00) 
I

2t(87ju I

t2(50.00i I

| 3e.4
I l+.e
| :s.+
is

7.2
8.8
l5(62.50)
6(25.00)
e(37.50)
t(4.t7)
r5(62.50)
e(37.s0) 

i

t3(s4.r7) |

3fl2.50) I

| 1.64
lon
I r.qts
I o:::
I t.n+

1.76

1.04

r.142

Appendix 4. Individual-development of performance level on oral English
(or Graph l) and Written English (or Graph 2) of experimin_
tal group before and after drama performance
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Graph l. Individual development ofperformance level on oral

english ofexperimental group before and after drama per-

formance
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Graph 2. krdividual development of performance.level on

written Ungtlstr of experimental group before and after

drama performance
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